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Solutions 
 

S1. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The Renaissance man is someone with a wide area of interests and is an expert is several subjects. 

"No one thinks it is possible anymore for an individual to grasp, fully, all areas of science and 

technology", makes option (c) correct. Option (a) is incorrect because one may have in depth knowledge 

in one area—this is not contradicted by the passage. Option (b) is wrong for the same reason it is the 

inability of experts to master more than one area is highlighted by the reference to the Renaissance 

man. For example, Da Vinci was adept at several things (painter, sculptor, architect, stage designer, 

writer, engineer, astronomer, anatomist, biologist, geologist, physicist, architect, scientist, inventor, 

mathematician, philosopher, actor, singer, musician, humanist) including painting and is considered a 

Renaissance man. The reference to Renaissance man is to emphasize the amount of knowledge 

available in a single area today and how it is impossible for any man to know everything even in one 

area, hence options (d) and (e) are distracters without merit. 

 

S2. Ans.(c) 

Sol. This is a direct question. To get a rating of 7 the person has to have a "perfectly detailed mental 

blueprint." This does not indicate that the person is yet an "expert." An expert implies training and 

experience which is not essential in the context, eliminating option (a). The other options are based on 

certain unwarranted assumptions made by the reader because certain problems are stated about the 

actual performance of the respondents. 

 

S3. Ans.(d)  

Sol. The answer can be found in the second paragraph of the essay. In order to demonstrate this the 

writer explains how this can be proved by first asking people to rate themselves and then by asking 

them certain critical diagnostic questions, and then again asking to rate themselves. The discrepancy 

then becomes obvious. The reason is that people do not want to be modest (reserved) about their 

ignorance. 

 

S4. Ans.(c)  

Sol. A, B and C. "We are good at estimating how well we know 

simple facts, procedures, and narratives." The statement A is an 

example of facts. Statement B is an example for procedures. 

Statement C is an example for narratives. Hence option (c). 

Statement D related to what is mentioned as "explanatory 

understanding" in which area our estimates of our knowledge is 

likely to be wrong.  
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S5. Ans.(c)  

Sol. Paragraphs beginning "Several factors converge to create this illusion of knowledge" and the next 

three paragraphs give you this answer. Statement C is a generalisation based on the example of the 

image of the brain. Hence C can contribute to the illusion. D is a distortion of the next paragraph and 

is not true. The passage states "we often figure out things on the fly", it does not imply that things 

discovered on the fly contribute to this illusion. 

 

S6. Ans.(b)  

Sol. The last sentence of the paragraph implies this. "It would perhaps be better if we recognized the 

limits our own explanatory ability, but there may be some adaptive value of those limits as well." 

Option (a) is incorrect because the writer does not consider it mandatory. Option (c) is contrary to the 

passage—because lack of explanatory depth facilitates our getting more information from others. 

Option (d) is wrong because the passage does not state or imply this. Option (e) is also not implied in 

the passage. Option (e) merely states that illusion of knowledge helps us gain information when it is 

needed. It does not imply the opposite. 

 

S7. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Renaissance-the revival of European art and literature under the influence of classical models in 

the 14th–16th centuries, the culture and style of art and architecture developed during the Renaissance, 

a revival of or renewed interest in something. 

 

S8. Ans.(b) 

Sol. sheepishly-in an embarrassed manner due to shame or a lack of self-confidence. 

 

S9. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Hierarchical-of the nature of a hierarchy; arranged in order of rank. 

 

S10. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Silver lining - Use the term silver lining when you want to emphasize the hopeful side of a situation 

that might seem gloomy on the surface. The common expression "every cloud has a silver lining" means 

that even the worst events or situations have some positive aspect. 

 

S11. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The passage states this at the end of the first paragraph. The few rare and exceptional men are 

those who want to change the life of all members of the society for the better. Their efforts worked 

against themselves because the people whose life they wanted to change were not capable of 

understanding their lofty aims. Hence they failed. The educated modern world however provides a 

more conducive environment for their “demand for radical reconstruction”— hence these men are 

broadly “revolutionaries.” Socialists etc. may belong to this class, but they are subsets. 
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S12. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The answer is stated in the middle of the first paragraph itself: "... failed to interest the very victims 

of the injustices which they wished to remedy. The more unfortunate sections of the population have 

been ignorant, apathetic from excess of toil and weariness, timorous through the imminent danger of 

immediate punishment by the holders of power, and morally unreliable owing to the loss of self-respect 

resulting from their degradation. To create among such classes any conscious, deliberate effort after 

general amelioration might have seemed a hopeless task, and indeed in the past it has generally proved 

so." This makes option (c) correct. Option (d) is ambiguous in the use of the pronoun "they"—it may 

refer to the rare and exceptional men. Option (b) emphasizes morally unreliable and depravity—too 

specific. Option (a) is not supported by the passage. 

 

S13. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Statements A and B are very easily to be right from the last part of the first paragraph. That only 

an educated society with the wage earning class enjoying a better standard of living can be made aware 

of their rights and freedoms. Statement C is also necessary because the first part of the passage talks 

about the great majority of men passing through life passively; some men being guided by personal 

ambition; and the few rare and exceptional men demanding for radical reconstruction. These are the 

sympathetic leaders mentioned in C necessary for changes. 

 

S14. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Read the following carefully to get the answer: In regard to Socialism this is evident; but in regard 

to Anarchism it is only true with some qualification. Anarchism as such has never been a widespread 

creed; it is only in the modified form of Syndicalism that it has achieved popularity. Anarchism 

assumes an absence of government and is hence different form socialism. Syndicalism is a modified 

(limited) form of anarchism—in other words anarchism works at larger levels, and anarchism is limited 

to organizations (trade unions) and is called syndicalism. Hence anarchism ideally is syndicalism at 

the level of vast populations. To understand think backwards from, "thus we may regard Syndicalism 

as the Anarchism of the market-place..." 

 

S15. Ans.(c) 

Sol. The writer merely describes how certain political ideals, here 

Socialism, Anarchism, and Syndicalism, arose from the desire of a 

few men who, in contrast to the vast majority of the people, 

demanded radical reconstruction of society, to make the world a 

better place for everyone. Option (a) is not sustainable as there is 

hardly any history. Option (b) is not sustainable because the 

difference is not highlighted. Option (d) is not sustainable because 

there is no reference to any movements. 
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S16. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Contemplating- look thoughtfully for a long time at, think about. 

synonyms-look at, view, regard, examine, inspect, observe, survey, study, scrutinize, scan. 

 

S17. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Instinctively- without conscious thought; by natural instinct. 

 

S18. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Toil -work extremely hard or incessantly, move slowly and with difficulty. 

 

S19. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 

S20. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 

S21. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 

S22. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 

S23. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Correct sequence is CEBAFD. 

 

S24. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Correct sequence is ECADFB. 

 

S25. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Correct sequence is ECADFB. 

 

S26. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Correct sequence is ECADFB. 

 

S27. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Correct sequence is ECADFB. 

 

S28. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Correct sequence is ECADFB. 

  

S29. Ans.(c) 

Sol.  Option C is the most suitable choice. 
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S30. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Options B, C and D can be eliminated logically, as they state that consumers faced negative impacts 

of recession and still thy purchased luxury cars. Option E can be eliminated as 'proven' is not an apt 

choice and can't be used as consumers never prove recession. 

Hence, only Option A provides coherent meaning to the passage. 

 

S31. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Option B is the correct choice.  

A, D can be eliminated as most can't be preceded by superlative or comparative form of adjectives. C 

can be eliminated as alleviate means to lessen.   

  

S32. Ans.(e) 

Sol. 'Steal a march on' is an idiom means to precede someone who has the same goal; to accomplish 

something before someone else does. So, the hidden meaning here is Norway has reacted before its 

fellow nations and is going to perform the necessary action in-order to become carbon-neutral in future. 

In Option B 'grew' is the past form of grow, hence incorrect. 

D can be eliminated because verb ‘ing’ form is used only when the there are simultaneous actions. 

E is correctly expecting the idea. 

 

S33. Ans.(d) 

Sol. The sentence means that foreign language affect the students comprehending abilities and become 

troublesome later in their lives. A,B,C can be eliminated because it states that foreign language has a 

positive effect on children. D clearly states that foreign language is having a negative impact on 

children and will lead to complications in future. 

 

S34. Ans.(e)  

Sol. Option E is the correct choice. Relying means depend on with full trust or confidence. 

As Uranium has some drawbacks so thorium is viewed as its alternative. 

 

S35. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Option a, b, d can be eliminated easily as it is clear that second 

blank needs  a negative word. 

Option C thus is the correct choice. 

 

S36. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Option B . 

Residents of the area in afraid of ill effects of mercury on health. 
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S37. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Option D is the correct choice. Only 'outdated', expired' and 'invalid' are applicable in the second 

blank. Among the three options, only 'action' is suitable in the first blank because of the use of the 

words 'has been taken' after the blank. So, Option D is the best answer. 

 

S38. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Except Option E, all the other words are suitable in the first blank. But for second blank, Only A is 

suitable because companies don't try to reduce the growth. 

 

S39. Ans.(D) 

Sol. if there is no error in either of the sentences. 

 

S40. Ans.(B) 

Sol. Rule: Ever should not be used for never. 

Hence, Correct: She seldom or never has sweet talks with her son. 

 

S41. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Rule: When there are two or more adverbs after a verb (and its object), the normal order is; adverb 

of manner, adverb of place, adverb of time. Hence, Correct: I read the proof meticulously at home 

yesterday 

 

S42. Ans.(D) 

Sol. If there is no error in either of the sentences. 

 

S43. Ans.(a) 

Sol. If there is an error only in the first sentence 

 

S44. Ans.(e) 

Sol. Calendar -Device for showing divisions of time, as in: Mark this date on your calendar.  

Colander-Strainer 

Cache- Hidden storage.  

Cash- Money paid at the time of purchase, as in: Will this be cash or charge?  

Adherence -Firm attachment, as in: She demonstrates a strict adherence to the rules.  

Adherents -Advocates or supporters 

 

S45. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Boarder-A lodger who receives meals regularly at a fixed price, as in: To earn extra money, we 

took in a boarder.  

Border- Boundary 

Bouillon -Clear soup with a strong flavor, as in: For the first course I'll have beef bouillon.  

Bullion -Precious metals, formed into bars 

Exalt -Glorify or put much higher, as in: In ancient Egypt, the pharaoh was exalted over his subjects.  

Exult -Rejoice 
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S46. Ans.(b) 

Sol. EMIGRATE – (verb used without object) to leave one country 

or religion to settle in another; to migrate. 

IMMIGRATE – (verb used without object) to come to a country of 

which one is not a native, to reside permanently.  

Ail -To cause trouble or discomfort to 

Ale -An alcoholic beverage, stronger than beer 

Expatiate -Write or speak in great detail 

Expiate -Atone for or make amends for 

 

S47. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Antecedence -Act of going before in time 

Antecedents -Individuals who have gone before 

Elusion -Evasion or clever escape 

Delusion-Mistaken belief while in a confused state of mind 

Advice -Guidance or counsel 

Advise -To counsel, recommend, or inform 

 

S48. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Expand -Enlarge 

Expend -spend or use up (a resource such as money or energy). 

WREATH -with no e at the end means ‘arrangement of flowers’ 

WREATHE -with an e is a verb meaning ‘envelop, surround, or encircle’. 

Excess -More than enough 

Assess -Evaluate 

 

S49. Ans.(e) 

Sol. No correction required 

 

S50. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Only (I) is incorrect 
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